SafeBreach-as-a-Service
All the Benefits of SafeBreach Without Managing the Platform

The pioneer in breach and attack simulation (BAS), SafeBreach is the most widely used
continuous security validation platform. Designed to provide a “hacker’s view” of an organization’s
security posture, the platform enables organizations to continuously and safely execute attacks,
validate and optimize the efficacy of their security controls, and prioritize remediation efforts to
mitigate the most critical gaps before breaches occur.
SafeBreach-as-a-Service is the complete solution, combining platform licenses with on-going
services. SafeBreach-as-a-Service enables you to:
Accelerate Time to Value
Depending on priorities and the size of your team, some organizations may not have the bandwidth to successfully deploy
new solutions and integrate with their security stack. SafeBreach-as-a-Sevice accelerates time to value, allowing you to
see actionable insights within first few weeks of onboarding.

Strengthen Your Security Posture
Every company has its unique set of needs and to ensure
you are focusing on what’s important we will set a baseline
for your risk and map out a plan of action. Your dedicated services team will create custom attack plans, attacks, remediation steps, reporting, and dashboards, allowing you to focus
on strategy, remediation, mitigation, and standards creation.

Why SafeBreach-as-a-Service
Dedicated Customer Success
Manager and Solutions Architect
Simple deployment
Custom attack creation, attack
plan building, and report creation
Ongoing platform management,
remediation guidance &
recommendations
BAS strategy refinement and
execution

Validate Your Security Investments and
Hold Vendors Accountable
On average enterprises deploy 75 cybersecurity-related tools
on their networks. Your dedicated team will help you to accurately identify security gaps not covered by existing solutions.
The team will also run assessments to test whether deployed
solutions meet the threshold of risk established in vendor
contracts, helping you to prioritize your investments.

Quantify Business Impact
The reports generated by SafeBreach Services, allow you to
confidently communicate to key stakeholders with clear KPIs,
quantify risk, and prioritize investments that are aligned with
the business.

LEARN MORE
Recently published blog posts,
webinars, and content can be found:
WWW.SAFEBREACH.COM/

